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REVIEW OP THE FINANCIAL POSITION OP THE ORGANIZATION

Mr Chairman;

It is, as alwa/s, a pleasure as well as a privilege for me to present to you, 

on behalf of the Director-General, the report on the financial position of the 

Organisation* Among the.most important of the tasks assigned to your Committee is 

the examination of that report. In doing so, you have the opportunity and 

responsibility to examine critically the administrative and financial practices of 

the Organization and to inform yourselves as to whether the management of the 

Organization is adequate to its needs. The Director-General and his staff welcome 

your annual review; from such reviews we obtain guidance for future improvement 

in our work.

The Director-General is glad to be able to report, as in.most of these annual 

statements made on his behalf> that the financial position of the Organization 

continues' to be sound. The collection of contributions as at 31 December 1965 
was 95=74 per cent» of the total assessments on active Members for the year.

The corresponding percentages for 1963 and 1964 were 87.32 and 96.64 per cent, 
respectively. However, as at 30 April 1966 20 Members were in arrears for part 
or all of 1965.. and 6 of these were also in arrears for one or more prior years.
The financial soundness of the Organisation rests on prompt payment of the 

assessments to finance the regular budget, and to assure that soundness, all 

Members should do everything possible to pay their contributions in good time.

Payments amounting to $ 9 U  162, relating to arrears for 1965 and prior years, 
were received during the period 1 January to 30 April 1966, so that as at this 

latter date 97*32 per cent, of the assessments on active Members relating to 1965 
had been collected.. On 30 April 1966, the total arrears of contributions from 

active Members for all prior years was $ 1 450 776 . 'The corresponding figure at 

30 April 1965 was $ 1 179 480,
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With regard to the total cost of operations in 1965* $ 38 346 067 or 
97.O6 per cent, of the effective working budget was utilized. As only 

95.74 per cent, of the contributions for 1965 was collected, as of 31 December I965, 
there was a cash deficit of $ 361 355 at the end of the year. Contributions 

relating to the year 1965* received as of 30 April 1966, have fully covered this 
deficit.

Obligations in 1965 from other sources of funds available to the Organization 
were as follows г from the Expanded Programme of Теclinical Assistance, some 

$ 6 . 8  million, not including the subvention to the regular budget of $ 985 000 
towards administrative and operational services costs of that programme; from 

the Special Accounts of the Voluntary Fund for Health Promotion - about 

$ 2.1 million; approximately $ 1.5 million was disbursed for the activities in 

the field of health in the Democratic Republic of the Congo against reimbursement 

by the United Nations; $ 1 647 000 for other reimbursable activities;

$ 842 000 for projects financed from the United Nations Special Fund; and 

approximately $ 68 000 from the Revolving Sales Fund.

In total, therefore, the World Health Organization in 1965 financed, from 

the various sources of funds directly under its administration, activities costing 

some $ 51*6 million, not including the Headquarters Building Fund. It may be of 

interest to mention that administrative services costs in that year were 

$ 2.96 million, or 5-7^ per cent, of the total funds directly administered by WHO. 
The Pan American Health Organization - Regional Organization for the Americas - 

obligated some $ 7-2 million from its regular budget and $ 4.2 million from other 

funds available directly to it. In sum, therefore, the World Health Organization 

carried out activities financed from funds administered directly or indirectly by 

the Organization at a total cost of $ 63 million.

Members of the Committee will have noted that the Executive Board and its 

Ad Hoc Committee, which has just met, have transmitted for consideration of the 

Health Assembly, supplementary estimates for 1966 in the amount of $ 1 939 800.
The Committee will be pleased to know that it will not be necessary to make 

additional 1966 assessments on Members to finance these supplementary estimates for 
I966, since they can be financed from casual income.
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To turn now to other aspects of your Organization, its membership continues 

to expand. After their admission to membership of the United Nations last year, 

the Maldive Islands and Singapore became Members of WHO by depositing with the 

Secretary General formal instruments of acceptance of the WHO Constitution.

WHO has now 123 full Members and three Associate Members. We continue to regret 

the inactive status of two of our Members.

A point of major interest this year is the completion of the new Headquarters 

building which you will have an opportunity to visit on Saturday 7 May at the 

time of the inauguration ceremonies. As will be immediately apparent, there are 

a number of finishing touches yet to be made although most of the staff are now in 

the building. You will be able to make your own evaluation as to the aesthetic 

qualities of the building.

Of even more interest to you will be the functional nature of the building - 

to paraphrase a famous architect, it is indeed "a machine for working". By its 

cantilever design which frees the perimeter of each floor of columns and by 

the use of movable partitions, the architects have achieved an important flexibility 

in the use of space. Your attention is also invited to the system of communication 

in the new building, both in terms of human contacts and the written word. While 

the maximum area of each floor has been determined in relation with available 

financial resources, they have been planned to achieve effective horizontal 

communications. The number and placement of lifts and staircases have been 

designed for maximum efficiency in vertical communications. It will be 

particularly interesting to view the automated documents lifts for the movement 

of mail, library books and documents, vertically throughout the building with 

mechanical delivery at any predetermined floor.

You will note that provision has been made for holding the sessions of the 

Executive Board in the new building in a hall designed for that purpose, but 

financial considerations made it impossible to provide facilities for the holding 

of the Assembly in these new premises. So the Assembly will, for its sessions in 

Geneva, continue to be held in the Palais des Nations.
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The situation with regard to the financing of the Headquarters building is 

described in one of the documents before you and I would not propose to comment 

further here, except to say I think you will agree when you see the building that 

we have obtained good value for the costs involved. In good measure., this would 

not have been achieved without the generous contributions received already from 

many of our Members.

We are, of course, aware of that article of Parkinson's Law which declares 

that the decadence of an organization commences with its taking possession of a 

permanent Headquarters building and we recognize that the statement is not entirely 

facetious. But we shall try to be especially alert now and in the coming years 

to maintain the vitality and the initiative which have so far characterized the 

Headquarters of the Organization. We believe that a renewed vitality will come 

from having the whole of the staff together for the first time in many years.

This new circumstance of institutional life ought to make possible a unity of 

esprit and a co-opèration of effort physically impossible to maintain in recent 

years..

You will see on every hand in the new building evidence of the regard which 

Members have for their Organization. In very considerable measure, as already 

mentioned, the décor and character of the building have been made possible by the 

generous gifts of Members in the form of marble, wood, stone, cash, furnishings 

and works of art, all of which have been usefully and suitably employed. As you 

will see, in themselves these gifts enhance immeasurably the intrinsic beauty of 

the building, but more important perhaps is this evidence from so many Members of 

their genuine interest in the Organization. There will be opportunities for 

others, who have not yet contributed, to do so in the future.

While we are pleased with the new Headquarters building and, if not completely 

satisfied, at least not pessimistic about the financial situation, we need to keep 

constantly in view the importance of having a staff of proven experience, 

flexibility and devotion to the Organization. They are our greatest single asset. 

The past year has been fruitful so far as recruitment of new staff is concerned.

We have been fortunate enough to obtain the services of staff from a number of 

countries from which we did not previously have any member on the staff. '
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I referred last year to our programme of in-service training. This has been 

further extended during this year and there has been particular emphasis on the 

preparation of our staff for the exploitation of the electronic computer when it 

is installed early this summer. This training has involved staff from the most 

senior levels'at Headquarters to those persons immediately involved with the 

mechanics of data processing.

It has been a very busy year with regard to recruitment for Headquarters 

because-of the number of new staff required for the operation and maintenance of 

the new Headquarters building and the establishment of our 'own documents service.

We have had little experience in recruiting such staff until recently. You may 

b e •interested to know that we hod more than 3000.candidates for these posts.
With such-substantial interest, .in a  career with WHO we were able to select i»f"iat 

we believe- will 5̂з a most effective, corps of.personnel for the operation of the 

He&dnuarters services,

There has 'byen an increasing demand throughout the Organization for 

assistance by our management staff, .Several studies have been carried out,' 

at Headquartersin regional offices and in some WHO representatives' offices. 

Management assistance was also given in the work connected with our new building-.

In the field of public administration, .management staff were called upon to 

co-operate with our programme staff in their assistance to governments. Apart 

from such co-operrvtion at Headquarters this included also participation in meetings 

with representatives of national health administrations in the regions,

.In recent statements I have referred to our mechanization programme and to 

our long-term plans for the development of modern data processing techniques 

within the Organization. Some of our expanding programme activities already 

utilize electronic computer facilities, and we believe that additional activities 

will benefit from using these facilities in the future. As I intimated in my 

statement to you last year, an electronic computer had been ordered by the 

Organization. For many months past - in fact since the preliminary negotiations 

with the suppliers of the equipment were concluded as far back as November 1964 - 

we have been working to ensure that this new equipment will be effectively used as 

soon as it is installed, now expected in the next few weeks and hopefully to be 

operating by 1 July 1966.
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Its major immediate use will be in relation to programme activities in 

health statistical and research information services- Our plans are well 

advanced for its use also in administrative work, such as the payroll and personnel 

records, and other technical and administrative applications will follow as soon 

as practicable. The complete data processing equipment at Headquarters 

represents a service facility available to all parts of the Organization.

There is no doubt that modern computer technology has a great potentiality 

in many fields of work in the Organization. To what extent this potentiality 

oan be exploited depends largely on our- own capability and imagination, because 

the processing ability of today's computers is, if not limitless, at least 

challengingly vast and versatile. I believe that in the not too distant future, 

computers will be of even greater value to the Organization than we can precisely 

foresee at this time. In fact I am certain that we now stand on the threshold of 

what will in some respects be a new era for the Organization, in relation both to 

the possibilities for processing medical and other technical data and to a.small 

extent to our internal administrative machinery.

We have continued our efforts to improve co-ordination among, the organizations 

in, relationship with the United Nations, Last year I reported to you in some 

detail about our co-operation on matters of daily administrative life and that 

co-operation continues. We consider that over the years very good relations have 

been developed with our sister agencies.

During the past year we have also been engaged, at the request of the 

Economic and Social Council, in an extensive Inter-agency study on budget 

presentation to see whether more comparability could be achieved among the various 

organizations. We have within the last two weeks also been meeting with the 

Ad Hoc Committee of Experts, established by the General Assembly of the United 

Nations to examine the finances of the United Nations and the specialized agencies.

While we recognize the importance of inter-agency co-operation and co

ordination in the United Nations system, we believe that, at the country level 

at least, the co-ordination of bilateral programmes with governments' development 

plans and multilateral assistance is a most vital field for improvement.
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Assistance to governments in developing national health plans as a part of the 

country's total plan for economic and social development could be of major 

importance in the government's attempts to co-ordinate bilateral and multilateral 

assistance with their own development plans. For, basically, the governments must 

do the work of co-ordination themselves; it cannot be done for or to them.

Last year, we expressed a fervent hope that the machinery of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations would soon be in motion again, and that hope has, 

as you all know, been realized. We trust that we can continue to count on the 

General Assembly to absorb the friction generated by political debate, leaving 

this Organization free to devote all of its energies to.better health for all.

In carrying out our responsibilities, we should be particularly careful to 

plan programmes realistically, keeping particularly in mind that the cost of 

WHO-assisted projects rests most heavily on the countries assisted, who on the 

average invest some $ 10 to $ 12 for every one spent by the Organization.

For reasons such as this, if for no other, we must be constantly alert to 

the interrelationship between forward planning, the budgetary cycles of the 

governments and of WHO, and the proper and balanced implementation of planned 

programmes.

The evidence seems to be that the capacity of the developing countries 

usefully to absorb external assistance is constantly improving, Mr George Woods, 

President of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, observed 

nearly a yeár ago that "despite differences in performances of the individual 

countries, the absorptive capacity of the developing countries has been steadily 

expanding as their institutional structures become more firmly established, as 

education and skills become more widespread, as administrative and managerial 

abilities improve, and as project preparation becomes more effective".

To meet the developing situation in the world of today and tomorrow, this 

Organization must continue the evolution which has characterized it from the 

beginning; the need for orderly solid growth and necessary change have been 

recognized over the years by both the Executive Board and the Health Assembly.
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Heraclitus, the Greek philosopher, some 2500 years ago observed that "nothing is 

permanent except change". That observation is borne out in the experience of the 

World Health Organization even in its short life. There has been, for example, 

no easy choice of organizational structure, but a continuous adaptation of the 

organization to meet the challenges which confront it from year to year.

The growth of the Organization must be geared to its developing abilities 

to serve the health needs of the peoples of the world, which means a conservative 

but steady development. It must also be appropriately related to the absorptive 

capacity, of governments. But that it must continue to grow is self-evident. 

Organizations, like plants, must either grow or die.


